1. Introduction.
The study of the structure of any simple commutative power-associative algebra 21 over a field g begins with the case where % is algebraically closed. We shall also assume that the characteristic of $ is prime to 30. Then 2Í has a unity quantity 1 which is expressible as the sum l=«i + • • • +Ut of pairwise orthogonal (absolutely) primitive idempotents U{. The integer t is unique and is called the degree of 2Í. It is known that if t>2, the algebra 21 is a classical Jordan algebra(2). The structure of algebras of degree two is not known and will be considered here.
Every simple algebra 21 of degree two contains an idempotent Ut¿1 and there is a corresponding decomposition (i) 2i = a"(i) +a"(i/2) +2i"(o), where 2L(a) consists of all quantities xa of 21 such that uxa =axa. It is known (3) that 2IU(1) and 2i"(0) are orthogonal subalgebras of 21, that [2I"(l/2)]2 Ç2L(1)+2IU(0), and that (2) 2I"(X)2Ul/2) Ç «¿(1/2) + 2IU(1 -X) (X = 0, 1).
We say that 21 is u-stable (stable relative to the idempotent u) if the stronger condition (3) 2I"(X)2I"(l/2) Ç «"(1/2) (X = 0, 1)
holds. Moreover, we call an algebra 21 a stable algebra if 21 is w-stable for every idempotent u of 21.
The main result of this paper will be stated as follows.
Theorem 1. Let %be a simple commutative power-associative algebra of degree t>\ over its center g whose characteristic is prime to 30. Then 21 is stable if and only if 21 is a Jordan algebra.
Mr. Louis Kokoris has constructed(4) a class of «-stable central simple teristic p, for every m>0 where (yib)c=yt(bc), (yib)(yjC) = (bDiJ)c -b(cDi]) for every b and c of 33r and i,j -Q, ■ ■ ■ , m. This algebra can be imbedded in a «-stable algebra ©(33n 3Dm) =£(33r, 3Dm)+«33r, and the algebras © and X of Kokoris are the case r = m = 1 of the algebras ©(33r, 3Dm) and £(33r, 3Dr). The new algebras are central simple power-associative algebras and contain other central simple algebras whose dimensions need not even be divisible by p.
2. Structure properties of «-stable algebras. If 21 is a simple commutative power-associative algebra over % the scalar multiples al of the unity quantity 1 of 21 form a subalgebra of 21, and the mapping a<->al is an isomorphism of this subalgebra and $. We shall identify this subalgebra with g, shall write a rather than al, and shall regard % as being a subset (actually a subring) of 21.
We shall assume that g is an algebraically closed field of characteristic prime to 30 and that 21 has degree two. Then 1 =u+v for an idempotent u y^ 1, so that u and v are orthogonal idempotents. Since u and v are absolutely primitive, we have a-(i) = u% + 9Í!, «"(o) = a,(i) = »g + %,, where 9Î* is a nilalgebra and is the radical of 2IU(X). Define 6 = 2IU(1) 9 2I"(0) = «5 + v% + W, where 9íl' = 9ííi©9,Co is then the radical of 6. The idempotents u and v are the unity quantities of 2L(1) and 2IU(0) respectively, and we have (4) iab)u = iau)b = a(èw) = (o«)(ôm), iab)v = iav)b = a(uô) = iav)ibv),
for every a and b of S.
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The following known(6) result is a basic tool in our investigation.
Lemma 1 for every w, x, y, z of 21. This identity is of obvious importance in our analysis. If x is in 2lu(l/2), we apply Lemma 1 to see that
where z is nilpotent and a is in g. If a = 0, then x is nilpotent. Otherwise the algebra S[x] contains 1 and x_1 and we shall call x nonsingular.
Lemma 2. 7/21 is simple and u-stable, there is a nonsingular quantity in »«(1/2).
For© is not simple and 21^(1/2)^0. If x2 were in W for every x of 2Iu(l/2), then 2xy = ix+y)2 -x2-y2 would be in 9Î' for every x and y of 2L(l/2), that is, [2L(l/2)]2ç:9î'. Also 62L(l/2)Ç2lu(l/2) since 2Í is «-stable. Define 5DÎ = 9T+2L(l/2) and see that 2M = 9î'6+S2L(l/2) + 9î'2L(l/2) + [«.
(1/2) ]2 C9í' + 2íu(l/2)+2Iu(l/2)+9í'C9K, that is, M is an ideal of 21. This is impossible since 21 is simple and 2I^9ft^2L(l/2) ^0.
The result of Lemma 2 implies the following result.
Lemma 3. Let x be a nonsingular element of 2IM(l/2) where 2Í is u-stable. Then there exists a quantity c in 5[x2]ÇË such that w = cx is in 2iu(l/2), and w2=l.
For x2 = a+5 where 5 is nilpotent and aj^O is in g. Then j3=(a_l)1/2 is in g, and if y=ßx, we have y2 = a~1ia+s) = 1+3 where z = ct~ls is nilpotent, g HCgf*2]-Write
where we use the fact that z is nilpotent and the ordinary power series expansion of the function (l+z)-1'2 to obtain a polynomial c' = c'(z) with coefficients in g such that c'2(l+z) = l. But ^[x] is associative and so (c'y)2 = c'2(l+z) = l = (cx)2 where c= ßc', cx = c'y. Since c is in S and x is in 2lu(l/2), We also use that fact that 21 is «-stable and so u(kw) = il/2)kw.
. This is equivalent to k = 2u[w(kw)], a result which we state as follows.
Lemma 4. Let c be in S so that b = 2w [(cm)w] is in E. Then bu = cu.
Consider the set O of all quantities q in 21 such that (6) wiwq) = q.
Evidently Q is a subspace over % of 21. We determine £D as follows. Let us write a -2 \w(bu) ]w, c = 2 \w(bv) ]w for b in 33 so that a and c are in 33. By Lemma 4, au = bu, and by symmetry bv = cv. Then a+c = 2(wb)w = 2b -2bu + 2bv = au + cu+av + cv. It follows that bu+bv = av+cu, av = bv, a = a(u+v) =b = c. and the component of x in 2Iu(l/2) is (l/2)w(a-b)+g. But then 2I"(l/2)Çw33 + ©Ç2I"(l/2) and we have the desired result.
We shall actually show that 33 is a subalgebra of E, and it will follow that 2I«(1) and 2I«(0) are isomorphic to 33. The next step in our derivation of this vital result is the use of some known (6) results which we write as It is now true that (ea)(eô) =ed = eiab) and 2íe(l) is isomorphic to 33. We are now ready to show that 2I"(1) is isomorphic to 33. Theorem 2. 7,e/ 21 be a simple commutative power-associative algebra of degree two over an algebraically closed field 5 whose characteristic is prime to 30 so that 21 has a unity quantity 1 and 1=m+îi where u is an idempotent, v^O. Then 7/ 2Í is u-stable, its subalgebras 2I"(1) and 2IU (0) (5) and (7) of CPA are equivalent to (13) and (14) in the «-stable case. The proofs of CPA can be simplified considerably in the stable case.
isomorphism.
By symmetry 33 is isomorphic to 21,(1) =2I"(0) and so 2I«(1) and 2iu(0) are isomorphic.
The algebra 33 = 8+9? where 9Î is the radical of 33 and is isomorphic to both 9îo and 9?t. Evidently 5R' = Wi 9 9lo = SR + (« -vW.
Since x(w-v) =0 for every x of 2l"(l/2), we see that if
is any quantity of 33, then
for every x of 2lu(l/2). By Lemma 8 we have:
Lemma 9. T,e¿ a=a+a* and b=ß+b* be in 33 so that a* and b* are in 9Î and a and ß are in $. Then (wb) [a(u-v) 
The result above actually follows directly from Lemma 9 since (wb) [a(u-v) 
and we use (17) and Lemma 6. We shall close our study of «-stable algebras by deriving a sequence of lemmas which we shall use in a determination of all stable algebras.
Lemma 10. Let b be in 33 and g be in ®. Then 
Lemma 11. The product gh of any two elements of ® is in 33.
For we put x = y=g and z = w in (5) and obtain 4g2 = 2w[2giwg)+wg2] + 2g[2wiwg)+w2g] = 2wiwg2)+2g2 since wg = 0, w2=l. Thus g2 = wig2w). However g2 is in Ë for every g of 2la(l/2) and so g2 is in 33 for every g of @.
Clearly 2gh = ig + h)2 -g2 -h2 is in 33 for every g and h of the vector space ®, gh is in 33.
Lemma 12. Let g be in ® and b be in 33 so that (18) holds for d in 33. Then (19) gb -h -wc for h in ® and c in 33, awo*
Equation (19) is simply an application of the fact that 2tu(l/2) =w33+®. Now (e33)@Ç2I.(l/2) +21. (0) and so (b+wb)g = a(u-v)+h+c-wc for a and c in 33 and h in ®. This yields gb = h -wc and (wb)g = a(u -v)+c and these results are trivial. They imply that w(gb) = -w(cw) = -c so that (wb)g +w(gb) =a (u -v) . To prove that a= -d we substitute x = g, y = b, z = u-v in (5) and obtain 4[(bz)(wg)
we have
This completes our set of properties and we pass on to the stable case. 3. Stable algebras. The concept of stability is vacuous for simple algebras of degree one. If 21 is a central simple algebra of degree t> 1 over its center ft, then 21 is stable if and only if 21$ is a central simple stable algebra for every scalar extension £ of ft. Moreover 21 is a Jordan algebra if and only if every 2Ij¡ is a Jordan algebra. Since 21 is a Jordan algebra if t>2, the proof of the theorem of our introduction can be reduced to the proof in the case where t -2 and ft is algebraically closed.
We now let 21 be stable so that all of the properties of §2 will hold and 21 will also be e-stable. Then (19) holds with c = 0. This yields: The following property is proved quite trivially.
Lemma 15. The product [3î'2Iu(l/2)]Ec:9î'2Iu(l/2).
Let k be in W and x be in 2Iu(l/2). Then if b-ß+b* is any quantity of 33, we have ß in ft, b* in 9Î, (xk)b=ßxk + (xk)b* in 9î'2Iu(l/2) since xk is in 9î'2I»(l/2), xk is in 2I"(l/2), (xk)b* is in 9c2iu(l/2). It remains to show that (xk) [b(u-v 
and this quantity is clearly in [9c(«-î>)]2I"(1/2), a subspace of 9î'2Iu(l/2)
Let us substitute x = g, y = a, z = b(u -v) in (5) and use the properties wz = wg = Q to obtain 4(wa)(gz) =w[a(zg) + (az)g+ ( We are now ready to prove the critical result of the proof of the theorem of our introduction.
Lemma 17. The product [9i'2Iu(l/2)]2Iu(l/2)ç:9î'.
We first consider the element t -wa where a is in 33. If b is in 9Í, we have tb = iwa)b = wiab) =wd* where d* is in 91, itb)iwc) =cd* is in 9Î for every c of 33, (¿9î)(w33)ç:9î. Also (¿9c)®Ç9î' by Lemma 14 and so (i9î)2Iu(l/2)ç:9t'.
We next write s = t [b(u-v) ]. By Lemma 16 we know that s®Ç9c. But 5 is in ® by Lemma 10 and so siwb)Q1l' by Lemma 14. Hence (¿9t')2L(l/2) Ç9Î' for every t in w33.
Suppose now that t is any nonsingular element of 2Iu(l/2). We apply Lemma 3 to show that there exists an element c in ft[t2] such that w = ct has the property that w2 = l. Then t = c~1w = dw where d is in ^[^JÇZE. Then d = a+biu-v) where a and b are in the algebra 33 defined for this w, dw = aw +w[biu -v)]=aw = t by Lemma 6. Thus (¿9î')2Î«(i/2)ç:9î' for every nonsingular element t of 2Iu(l/2). But if h is a singular element of 2íu(l/2), there exists an element a in ft such that t = aw+h is nonsingular, (¿i9i')2L(l/2) Ç(/9t')3i»(l/2) + (w9i')2I»(l/2)Ç9î' since w and t are nonsingular. It follows that [9c'2I"(l/2)]2I"(l/2)ç:9î' as desired. This completes our proof of Lemma 17.
We may now write 9)î = 9î' + 2ÎM(l/2)9î/. By Lemma 17 we know that [9c'2I"(l/2)]2iu(l/2)Ç9c'ç:9Jc. Also [9c'2Iu(l/2)]SÇ9î'2Wl/2) by Lemma 15 and so [9î'2Iu(l/2)]2ÎÇ9Jc. But 9î'2I = 9Z'E + 9,c'2IM(l/2)ç:9)rc and we have shown that 9JÍ is an ideal of 21. Clearly 1 is not in 9JÎ and the hypothesis that 21 is simple implies that 2ft = 9c' = 0. Then % = uft+vft+%uil/2) = ft+u0ft + 2I"(l/2) where «o = u -v, «ox0 = 0 for every x0 of 2l"(l/2). By Lemma 1 we know that Xo = a0 in ft for every x0 of 2iu(l/2). If x=X+Juw0+J'Xo is any quantity of 21 we see that x2 -2Xx+X2=ju2+j>2ao and so x2 = ^x+rj where f and r¡ are in ft. But then x(yx2) - ( Then/(y0x2) = -2e = 0. By symmetry the computation of (yiX2)D yields 5 = 0. We state the result as follows.
Lemma 19. 7/7? is a derivation of © the quantity xD is in S=33 + (w -z>)33.
If D is a derivation of X, then xD is in 33.
Since «2 = «, we have 2u(uD) =uD and so «7? is in yo33+yi33 and we may We are now ready to establish the following theorem. We are now ready to use (43), (42), and Lemma 20 to determine the derivations of X and hence those of ©. The first of these is given by the values Y=x7)=/o=|8 = 0 and a = l. This is the derivation G where
To show that G is actually a derivation of X we see that (22) To verify that De is a derivation of X we first compute [a(y ,■&)]!><.
as desired. Since D0 is known to induce a derivation in 33, there is no need to consider (22) 
= ib'a -ba')'c as desired. This completes our verification that every Dc is a derivation of X.
It is now easy to compute DCG -GDC. Indeed biDcG -GDC) =0, yoiDcG-GDc)= -ií/2)iy0c')G-yiDc= -(l/2)y1c' + (l/2)y1c'=0, y,(DcG -GDC) = -(l/2)(y1c')G-(yiG)Dc = 0 and so DcG-GDc = 0. It may similarly be shown that DcH-HDc = 0. By the Jacobi identity DcK-KDc = 0.
We have now obtained the structure of the algebra of all derivations of the form aoG+j3o77+70-K+T>c for a0, ßo, 7o in ft and c in 33. It remains to show that this algebra is the algebra of all derivations D of X. Let D be any derivation and yoD=y0fo+ayi, y\D=ßy0+yifo+yiy-Then D'=D-aG -ßH+(i/2)yK has the property that y07)/=yo/o+c«:yi-ayi + (l/2)7yo = yo(fo + (l/2)y), y17r=y1/o+/3yo-/3yo+7:yi-(l/2)7yi = >'i(/o + (l/2)7) and We shall now determine all functions /,•/(&, c) such that the corresponding algebra X is power-associative, that is, such that (5) holds for every x, y, z, w oiX.
We first substitute x = a, y=yib, z = y¡c, w = ykd in (5) where a, b, c, d are in 33, and we obtain (53) ytA i + y ¡A ¡ + ykAk-= 0, where we use the fact that 33 is associative to derive the coefficient formulas
Since m>0, we may select i and j to be distinct integers and take k-j. By our assumption about the dimension of X we obtain Ai = Aj+Ak = 0. Take b -l in Ai and a"=l in Aj+Ak to obtain the identities
If we take c= 1 in (58) and use the fact that the characteristic of ft is not two, we obtain (59) 2aMb, 1) = Mab, 1) + Mb, a).
(60) Mb, ac) +fij(ab, c) = 2afij(b, c),
for Í5¿j, and the relation also holds for i-j by (57). Note that (59) is the case c=l of (60). If we also take ô = l and use the hypothesis that/i/1, 1)=0, relation (59) (68) (aY)(bY) = (ab)Y2
for every a and b of S3. Since F2 is in S3, it follows immediately that (Y2Y)Y = Y2Y2, and it is easy to see that (t2t)t = t2t2 for every t = a+ Y of X. Thus X is power associative (7) and we have completed our proof of the following result.
Theorem 5. Let £=33+yo33+ ■ • ■ +ymS3 be the algebra defined by (49), ( ') The author is indebted to the referee for suggesting this simple proof of power associativity.
(50), (51), (52) Let us now consider the algebra X of §5 where 33 is an associative algebra with a unity quantity. We shall prove:
Theorem 7. The algebra X is simple only if 33 is X)-simple.
For let S3 contain a 3D-ideal 9JÎ. Then © = 9JÎ + £¡"-0 y M has the property that ®S3C®. Also (yi9Dî)33=y,(9)ÎS3)Çy1717 and (yi2R)(y<a)C2R since (Vib) (Vic) = (bDij)c -b(cDij) is in W for every b of 9JÍ and c of S3. Thus ® is an ideal of X. But © 9e X since 9J? is a proper ideal of S3.
Theorem 8. Let 33 be a commutative associative algebra with a unity quantity over ft and 33 be Xi-simple. Then ft has characteristic p, 33 = t$;+9c where 91 is the radical of 33, xp = 0 for every x of 9c. It is not known whether there exist any 3D-simple algebras other than the class we shall consider in the next section.
7. The algebra 33r. Let ft be a field of characteristic p>5 and
be the commutative associative algebra of all polynomials
with coefficients ßiv--i" in ft such that x\=l, x£ = 0. We assume that S3 has dimension n = pr over ft, that is, that ¿> = 0 if and only if ßir..ir = 0. We shall prove that 33 is 3D-simple and shall actually prove the stronger result which states that there exists a derivation D of S3 such that S3 is 7>-simple.
Consider the set © of all nonzero power products We shall define a class of central simple algebras £(33, 3Dm) by defining a set E of derivations 7?<y for all integers j>i'^0.
The sets 3Dm will then be obtained by deleting those derivations D,j with i>m or j>m. We first define the derivations which are actually in the set E by db db (77) Di = W, bG = -xr, bDk = -(k = 2, ■ ■ ■ , r).
dXr ÔXk
We then assume that 7>¿y = 0 except when i = tr, j = lr+k for all integers ¿^0 and k = l, ■ ■ ■ , r. For the latter values of i and j we define This completes our definition of the set S and the corresponding algebras £(33, 3D").
We shall show that the algebras £(33, 3Dm) are central simple over ft. Indeed this is the special case with 9Jt,=33 of the following result. 
